I hope everyone has had a good week at home and is staying happy and
healthy. I don’t know about you, but this week I have started really
missing being able to go and do things outside the house. I am trying to
make sure I do something different every day to make it more fun, like
making up a new game, doing some chalk art or making Easter nests.
I’m still doing P.E. with Jo and am starting to get fitter and stronger
which feels really good too. I’ve also been reading some great books
like Varjak Paw, which we’ve got in our classroom - maybe you could
read it when we’re back at school. And, of course, I ate a lot of
chocolate on Easter Day
I have really loved seeing
what you have been up to so
far, so please don’t forget to
send your pictures, examples
of wonderful home learning
and any questions to
year3@swaythlingprimary.org!

Can you create a game to play with other people at home?
Think about what you have that you could use… I found some
pie cases and made them worth different points, laid them
out so the most difficult was hardest to get, then used
counters from another game to throw in.
You could use a tally chart to record the points then count
In 5s to find the totals.

It is still the Easter holidays so I’m
not setting any new home learning
online, however you can still
complete activities already set and
play the games on…
Times Table Rock Stars, Manga
High, MyMaths, Numbots, Education
city and Literacy Planet.

Honesty
At the moment we’re
all spending a lot of time with the
same people so it’s really
important to be honest with them
about how we’re feeling and any
worries we have - talking about
things can help us to understand
each other better.
Try extra hard to be honest with
people in your house this week.

Creative Corner
Pick a spring flower and draw
it. Try and draw it much
bigger than its original size
and observe it really closely –
you will notice lots of details
you never knew were there.

Look at the
different blues
and purples in this
bluebell. Can you
see how the
purple gets lighter
towards the end of
the petals?

Try out a different creative side this week by doing some
drama. You could perform by yourself or make up a play with
your brothers or sisters. I remember some super acting when
we were reading Queen of Darkness, with amazing (and
sometimes scary) expressions and voices. I bet the adults in
your house would love to see it too – the stage is yours!

